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Abstract—Edge computing has established itself as
the foundation for next-generation mobile networks,
IT infrastructure, and industrial systems thanks
to promised low network latency, computation
offloading, and data locality. These properties
empower key use-cases like Industry 4.0, Vehicular
Communication and Internet of Things. Nowadays
implementation of Edge computing is based on
extensions to available Cloud computing software
tools. While this approach accelerates adoption,
it hinders the deployment of the aforementioned
use-cases that requires an infrastructure largely more
decentralized than Cloud data centers, notably in
the far-Edge of the network. In this context, this
work aims at: (i) analyzing the differences between
Cloud and Edge infrastructures, (ii) analyzing
the architecture adopted by the most prominent
open-source Edge computing solutions, and (iii)
evaluating those solutions in terms of scalability
and service instantiation time in a medium-size far
Edge system. Results show that mainstream Edge
solutions require powerful centralized controllers and
always-on connectivity, making them unsuitable for
highly decentralized scenarios in the far-Edge where
stable and high-bandwidth links are not ubiquitous.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has proven to be effective in
managing web-based and web-scale applications
but it falls short in latency sensitive applications,
such as Industry 4.0 (I4.0) (e.g., robotic control)
or Vehicle to everything (V2X) [1]. This limitation
is due mainly to the lack of control of the
connectivity between the Cloud and end-users,
which spans across different Internet Service

Providers (ISP). Such kind of applications requires
responsiveness at a machine time-scale while
today’s Cloud applications mostly require human
scale responsiveness.

To address this connectivity limitation, in the
last years, Edge computing has arisen as a new
paradigm in computing. Edge computing aims
to provide compute, networking, and storage
capabilities at the border of the network, closer to
end-users, while providing the same elasticity and
pricing model of Cloud computing (pay-as-you-go).
This approach led to the birth of different
initiatives: (i) Multi-Access Edge Computing
(MEC) [2], from Telco industry, as a extension
of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [3]
technologies closer to the access-network;
(ii) hybrid-cloud, from IT industry, as a way to
manage on-premises infrastructure from Cloud
operators; and (iii) Fog computing [4], from
manufacturing world, as an extension of Industrial
IoT (IIoT).

Based on this consideration, the main
contributions of this work are:

• An analysis of the overall differences between
Cloud and Edge infrastructure, by diving into
how they are composed and managed.

• A study of the design and deployment options
of the most prominent open-source Edge
solutions.

• An evaluation of the selected Edge solutions
with a focus on their footprint and scalability
in the presence of decentralized and relatively
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Fig. 1: Cloud vs Edge

resource constrained devices.
• A discussion on the selected Edge solutions

with regards to their behavior and potential
implication of their design choices.

Those initiatives refer to different Edge concepts:
while MEC enables application developers and
content providers to leverage Cloud computing
capabilities and an IT service environment at
the edge of the network, hybrid-cloud combines
in-premises infrastructure and public-cloud
allowing data and applications to be shared between
them. Additionally, Fog computing distributes
resources and services across Cloud, Edge, and
devices on the field to create a cloud-to-thing
continuum. Although these approaches have
different scopes, their goals is the same: reduce
latency, jitter and improve Quality-of-Service(QoS)
by bringing compute, storage, and networking
closer to end-users. To accommodate this trend,
the Edge is therefore moving towards a more
decentralized infrastructure [5] in which every

device can host applications and services. This
will ultimately result in a very distributed system
that needs to be properly managed whilst exposing
a very familiar Cloud-like model to application
developers for having a chance to be successful.

II. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CLOUD AND EDGE

INFRASTRUCTURE

From an infrastructure perspective, Cloud and
Edge domains differ under essential aspects, such
as network topology, heterogeneity, and volatility
as summarized in Fig. 1. Cloud computing relies
on powerful and well interconnected servers that
reside in a physically-secured data-center, usually
located in an area where both space and energy
are cheap [6], notably in remote locations far
from end-users. Keeping in mind that data-centers
can only be accessed via the Internet, it’s no
surprise that the major source of latency, jitter,
and throughput limitations in Cloud application
often resides in the network between the end-users
and the Cloud. While those limitations are not
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strict for applications driven by human-scale
responsiveness like the web, email, AI-training, or
instant messaging, they are far to be compatible
with machine-scale responsiveness required by a
different class of applications like autonomous
driving and robotics.

To overcome such limitations, Edge computing
considers an infrastructure that goes from the edge
of the network to devices that are in the field such
as cars, robots or smartphones. Such infrastructure
can be subdivided further into two domains as
shown in Fig. 1: the near-Edge and the far-Edge.
The former presents some similarities with the
Cloud environment, resources are still organized in
data-centers, leveraging virtualization technologies
to increase application density. However, resources
present heterogeneity in both computing [7] and
networking [8] to cope with the geographical
distribution of such small data-centers. Examples of
near-edge infrastructure are given by metropolitan
deployments comprising cabinets, central offices,
and small data-centers. Such infrastructure allows
more latency sensitive applications like CDN
content caching or Cloud gaming to be deployed
closer to the user, improving the overall experience.
Although improving experience for human users,
such infrastructure introduces a minor delay and
jitter that may not still be suitable for latency
sensitive applications like control-loops in robots,
cars, and drones.

On the other hand, the far-Edge is composed

of resources that are by nature heterogeneous,
mobile and volatile. Such mobility and dynamicity
of resources makes the whole infrastructure in
the far-Edge to be dynamic in both time and
space, making it very variegate and unstructured
a priori. Resources usually leverages on Radio
Access Technologies (RAT) to interact between
themselves or to communicate with the near-Edge
infrastructure in order to offload the resource
extensive tasks like AI-training. Cooperation
among these resources is expected to provide
low-latency services [5], enabling use-cases
requiring machine-scale responsiveness, because
of time constraints coming from control-loops.
Example of far-Edge resources are: cars, robots,
drones or smartphones. While these resources are
far less powerful compared to near-Edge and Cloud
ones, they are powerful enough to host a large
set of applications, such as robot intelligence, car
infotainment, navigation, obstacle avoidance. Such
applications can take advantages of cooperation
and context information to take local decisions
and quickly respond to external events without
interacting with near-Edge or Cloud infrastructure.

III. CLOUD AND EDGE MANAGEMENT

SOLUTIONS

To better understand the challenges of
managing the far-Edge, let’s depart from
some of the management solutions already
available today. The most prominent Cloud
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solutions, namely OpenStack and Kubernetes,
have been designed in accordance with the
Cloud computing principles [9]. They provide,
respectively, an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
and a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) over a
shared virtualized infrastructure residing in
large centralized data-centers and they both
consider a logically centralized controller. The
controller comprises multiple physical instances
of the same software components to address
reliability and scalability requirements. Due to
the amount of real-time stream-based monitoring
information required by controllers to manage the
infrastructure [10], a dedicated network for control
and management planes is normally provisioned.
Moreover, servers are segmented and segregated
in clusters to improve resiliency and operational
management.

For what concerns Edge computing, multiple
solutions have appeared in the market, mainly
consisting in an adaptation and extension of existing
Cloud solutions to the near-Edge. Such solutions
focus on bridging Edge resources under the control
of existing Clouds, such as KubeEdge, AWS

Outpost or OpenHorizon, de facto extending the
Cloud to the Edge. Others instead have put the
focus on vertical markets: EdgeX Foundry focuses
on IoT applications and their requirements, while
Fledge specializes in Industry 4.0 and automation.
Still others focus on Edge-only deployments, such
as K3s, allowing the management of Edge-only
infrastructures without the need of being connected
to a Cloud. A brief summary of existing Edge
solutions is presented in Tab.I.

Conversely, far-Edge is still a subject of research
and no production-ready solutions are available
yet. Bearing in mind that far-Edge infrastructure
is by nature decentralized, different approaches
are being proposed to address such aspect. For
instance, [11] analyzes the impact of the far-Edge
on vertical markets like Industry automation.
Others, like [12], [13] propose to replace the
centralized components in nowadays Edge solutions
with distributed counterparts. Besides, [14], [15],
[16] focus on bridging cloud to support resource
constrained devices via ad-hoc allocation policies
and reduced resource utilization, with particular
attention on how to employ those devices in a
mixed scenario of near- and far-Edge.

To better compare Edge and Cloud architectures
and solutions, we select Kubernetes as a reference
open-source project, which presents tailored
versions for the Cloud (i.e., Kubernetes) and
the (near-)Edge (i.e., KubeEdge and K3s).
It is worth noticing that we selected these
projects because: (i) there are existing works on
extending these solutions for the far-Edge, (ii) the
selected solutions provide a Cloud-like model to
application developers, (iii) the selected solutions
present a good level of maturity required for the
experimental evaluation performed in Sec. IV,
and (iv) the selected solution are widely used in
industry and academia to build Edge computing
testbeds.

Fig. 2 illustrates the architectures for
Kubernetes, K3s, and KubeEdge. All these
architectures are composed of two different sets
of components: Control Plane and Compute
Plane. The components of the former provide
the management and orchestration functionalities
across the infrastructure. While the components of
the latter provide the deployment and monitoring
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functionalities for the nodes composing the
infrastructure. A brief overview of each solution is
provided in the following.

1) Kubernetes: it is a portable, extensible,
open-source platform for managing containerized
workloads. It provides a PaaS offering: (i)
service discovery and load-balancing, (ii) storage
orchestration, (iii) automated rollouts and rollbacks,
(iv) autonomous placement, (v) self-healing and (vi)
secrets and configuration management. Kubernetes
deployments are arranged in clusters. A cluster is a
set of nodes that are managed by the same control
plane. Kubernetes control plane components are
designed around the kube-api-server and etcd.
The kube-api-server enables the communication
among all other components in the cluster, both
control plane and compute plane. While etcd
provides the storage functionalities for state and
infrastructure information across the cluster. These
two components are key in Kubernetes as all
the interaction goes through them. Kubernetes
compute plane is composed by the kubelet and
the kube-proxy. The kubelet communicates with
the kube-api-server for monitoring and container
allocation. It manages containers interacting
with the container engine. The kube-proxy is
instructed by the kube-api-server about the
network configuration needed by the containers.

2) K3s: it is a lightweight version of Kubernetes
that keeps the same centralized architecture. k3s
comprises two main components: the k3s-server
and the k3s-agent. The k3s-server embeds all the
Kubernetes Control Plane components, replaces
etcd with a more lightweight in-process SQLite
database, and adds networking, monitoring, and
load-balacing components. The k3s-agent packages
in a single binary all the Kubernetes Compute
Plane components. It is worth noticing that etcd
is the most resource demanding component of
Kubernetes.

3) KubeEdge: it is an extension to Kubernetes
for Edge hosts. The goal of KubeEdge is to
enable the deployment of applications designed for
Kubernetes at the Edge. KubeEdge components
are organized in Cloud components and Edge
components. KubeEdge Cloud components are
the Control Plane components, they communicate
with an external Kubernetes cluster northbound

and with KubeEdge nodes southbound. KubeEdge
control plane is expected to be deployed in a
centralized location. Edge components map to the
Compute Plane, they provide functionalities for
container deployment as well as an abstraction for
well-known Edge devices such as RaspberryPi.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section describes the experimental
evaluation of the selected Edge solutions:
Kubernetes, KubeEdge, and K3s. The first
objective of the experimental analysis is to verify
baseline deployments based on each selected
solution. The second objective is an investigation
on their footprint and scalability properties when
employed in a far-Edge scenario composed by
relatively constrained resources.

A. Setup and methodology

To evaluate the selected solutions, we have built
an experimental testbed in our lab as illustrated in
Fig. 3. The testbed is composed of a Raspberry Pi4
model B equipped with ARM64 Cortex-A72, 8GB
of RAM, 128GB of storage, and 1GbE connectivity
that acts as a controller. A rack-mounted server
equipped with a Dual Intel Xeon-6130 16 Cores
with HyperThreading, 512 GB of RAM, 1TB of
SSD storage, is then used to emulate and virtualize
100 compute. Each compute node is virtualized as
a VM provisioned with 1vCPU, 2GB of RAM, and
16GB of storage, and Ubuntu 20.04 LTS as the
operating system. The selected configuration for the
virtualized node is representative of the computing
module present inside robots and drones, where
typically far-Edge applications will be instantiated.
Leveraging on network virtualization technologies
our testbed can also introduce arbitrary latency,
jitter and packet-loss between each compute node
and the controller.

The objective is to measure (i) the time required
to instantiate a given service and (ii) the resources
utilized by the controller node to keep the service
up and running. This will provide us an indication
of how many compute nodes and services can
be simultaneously managed in the far-Edge. To
that end, we used a reference lightweight service
composed of an Alpine-based container running
an NGINX web server, which is provisioned
before-hand on the compute nodes so as to avoid
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copyingthecontainerimagesoverthenetwork
duringthedeployment.Totestthescalability,we
consideranincreasingnumberofcomputenodes
(from10to100withastepof10nodes)while
oneachnodeanincreasingnumberofservices
beingdeployed(from1to10withastepof1
service).Eachtestisthenperformed10times.
Giventhatthecommunicationbetweencompute
nodesandcontrollerisbasedonTCP,introducing
latency,jitter,packet-lossorbandwidthlimitation,
betweentheoperativelimitsofTCPwillnotaffect
thecommunicationbetweenthenodes.
Howeverinareal-worldscenario,wheretheimages

arenotprefetched,havinglatency,jitter,packet-loss
andbandwidthlimitationhasanhugeimpact
intheapplicationinstantiationtimebecausethe
instantiationtimewillbedominatedbytheimage
fetchingtime.

B.Results

Fig.4illustratesanddefines(inthecaption)
theRAMloadfactormeasuredinthecontroller
nodeatthevariationofcomputenodesand
containers/node.Thismetricprovidestheamount
of memoryvariationbetweenabaseline(i.e.,
anemptycluster), whileincreasingthenumber
of machines controlled, andthe number of
applicationsrunningintheclusterinorderto
facilitatethecomparisonbetweenthedifferent
solutions. Whileeachsolutionpresentsdifferent
absolutevaluesofRAMusage,weremarkthatin
everycasethe5th-95thpercentilesneverexceed
±2%oftheircorrespondingmedian.
InFig.4wecanseethatforaclusterof10nodes
with0containers,Kubernetesuses27%moreRAM
comparedwithK3s,and9%morecomparedwith
KubeEdge,whileKubeEdgeuses17%moreRAM
thanK3s.Ifweincreasethenumberofnodesin
thesystemto100with0containers,wecannotice
thatKubernetesuses91%moreRAMcompared
withK3s,and143%morethanKubeEdge.Insuch
ascenarioKubernetes,K3s,andKubeEdgeshow,
respectively,anincreaseofRAMusageof218%,
110%and42%
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memory utilization. This is due to need of the
controller to store large amount of information
about the state and available resources for each
node in the cluster. Finally, when we increase the
number of containers per node (e.g., 100 nodes with
10 containers per node), Fig. 4 shows marginal
increase of 6% for Kubernetes, while K3s and
KubeEdge RAM usage increases for 23% and
5%, respectively. On the contrary, we observe that
increasing the number of applications running on
the cluster has marginal impact on the memory
utilization. This is because the runtime information
(e.g., container state, networking information )
are stored in the compute nodes and not in the
controller, which in turn keeps track only of the
containers location and retrieves any additional
information only when needed.

Regarding network utilization, Fig. 5 shows
that the maximum network utilization per node
is approximately two orders of magnitude higher
then the network utilization per container. K3s
shows a network utilization per node of 30 times
higher than Kubernetes and KubeEdge. Moreover,
it shows a higher network utilization per container
of approximately 10 times compared to the other
two solutions. This is partially due to the Metrics
Server that K3S uses as one of its packaged
components. The Metrics Server reads 10 metrics
for each container and node running in the cluster.
Those metrics are used in horizontal and vertical
autoscaling provided by K3s.

Fig. 6 illustrates and defines (in the caption)
the Deployment factor measuring the variation of
the service instantiation time at the variation of

compute nodes and containers/node. Each tile in
the figure represents the Deployment factor. This
metric allows comparing the different solutions by
normalizing the absolute value of the instantiation
time to the fastest one, i.e. Kubernetes. In Fig. 6,
we observe that Kubernetes and K3s show similar
and intuitive growth of the instantiation time when
the overall number of containers in the cluster is
increased. On the other side, KubeEdge presents
a very different and counter intuitive pattern. For
deploying a service composed of 10 containers per
node in a cluster with 10 nodes, KubeEdge needs
approximately 40 times more than Kubernetes and
18 times more than K3s to instantiate the service.
The overall instantiation required in KubeEdge
ranges from 26.1 to 40.4 times longer than
Kubernetes and from 18.1 to 21.1 times longer
than K3s. In absolute terms, this translates into
tens of minutes instantiation time with KubeEdge
compared to tens of seconds in Kubernetes and
few minutes in K3s. This is because, with a
limited number of nodes in the cluster, KubeEdge
tends to allocate all the containers in a subset of
the available nodes, resulting in the nodes being
overloaded and a longer overall service instantiation
time.

Summarizing, from the presented results we
observed that:

1) the way solution component are deployed
(containerized or simple binaries) influences
memory utilization;

2) memory utilization is dominated by the
number of nodes composing the infrastructure;

3) monitoring of the infrastructure requires
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Edge
Solution

Cloud
Managed

Edge
only Focus

KubeEdge Yes Possible Containers
K3s No Yes Containers

AWS
Outpost Yes No VMs

Containers
OpenHorizon Yes No Containers

EdgeX
Foundry Yes No IoT

Fledge Yes No I4.0

TABLE I: Summary of exiting Edge Computing
solutions

approximately two orders of magnitude more
bandwidth compared to container monitoring;

4) scheduling decisions may overload some
nodes increasing the overall service
instantiation time.

V. DISCUSSION

This work discusses the issues of today’s
centralized management solutions when applied to
the far-Edge; an environment heavily characterized
by volatility, mobility and decentralization of
resources. During our analysis we have identified
several aspects to consider in the design of the next
generation Edge systems:

a) Infrastructure monitoring: it plays a
critical role in the management systems where
the life-cycle management of the applications
highly depends on the real-time information about
the state of the infrastructure. To support this
information, current management systems (see
Sec. III) adopt a stream-based monitoring approach,
which poses stringent requirements on networking,
like always-on connectivity, minimum required
bandwidth and low-latency. However, based on
our analysis of the far-Edge infrastructure in
Sec. II, this scenario is characterised by unreliable
networking without any guarantees. Hence, a
stream-based approach can led to saturation of the
already scarce networking resources, resulting in a
harmful behavior. In addition, the use of outdated
information in real time decisions, e.g. scheduling,
may yield to sub-optimal performance. A different
approach is then needed to overcome this issue
like new monitoring paradigms designed to work
over low-bandwidth and unreliable networks.
Examples of such paradigms are event-based

and threshold-based monitoring, which relax
requirements over the network.

b) Information model: is the representation
of concepts, relationships, constraints, rules and
operations used to describe a certain domain. In
our case it refers to how each solution describes
the underlying infrastructure, applications and
their relationships. Based on our analysis in
Sec. III current solutions are designed for the
Cloud environment, composed of static, large
scale data-centers (see Sec. II). Moreover, Cloud
applications are usually packaged either as Virtual
Machines or containers. While these virtualization
technologies provide isolation for applications
sharing the same infrastructure, they introduce a
limitation on the features they can access on the
host machine. Far-Edge Applications in use-cases
like Edge robotics, UAVs and vehicles may require
direct access to sensors and actuators that for
security reasons should be given via privileged
containers/VMs. This is an example of new
characteristics introduced by the far-Edge concept.
These characteristics are very different from the
ones that can be found in a static data-center, as
a consequence they are not considered in current
management solutions. Therefore, extensions
to the current information model should be
considered in order to: (i) keep track of the
different capabilities, and mobility characteristics
of underlying infrastructure and (ii) allow broader
application packaging technologies (e.g., robotic
applications, micro-controller applications).

The next issue identified deals with the
consistency of the system and its degree of
centralization. Before discussing them, it is worth
introducing the CAP theorem and its implications
in both the Cloud and Edge domains. The CAP
(Consistency, Availability and Partition) theorem
was introduced in [17], and it states that any
distributed system that has to deal with data
can only provide two of the three following
characteristics:

• Consistency: everyone who reads information
from the system gets either the most recent
information or an error.

• Availability: everyone who reads information
gets a (non-error) response without the
guarantee that this is the most recent one.
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• Partition tolerance: the system continues its
operations despite messages being dropped by
the network connecting the system elements.

Current Cloud solutions cope with the problem
described by this theorem by leveraging on
high-redundant networking and replication of data
and services (see Fig. 1). This approach allows to
reduce at minimum the risk of partitioning and
therefore such systems can operate by choosing
Consistency and Availability as their guarantees,
with the Partitioning provided by the underlying
physical infrastructure. However, in the far-Edge
environment it is unfeasible to reach such level
of physical redundancy, resulting in a high risk
of system partitioning that must be considered.
To get a trade-off between the three guarantees
in the far-Edge scenario, it is needed to explicitly
handle partitioning [18]. This need goes against the
centralized control and systems state considered in
Cloud environments.

c) Centralized control plane: as illustrated in
Fig. 2 each of the analyzed solutions is based
on a centralized control plane. Such design is
common in Cloud solutions (see Sec. III) because it
facilitates development. To achieve high-availability
and consistency, replication techniques, inherited
from state of the art web approaches can be
used. However, as state above, to achieve such
properties in the far-Edge it is necessary to explicit
handle partitions. This means that control functions
like scheduling and monitoring need to be aware
of the possible partitioning of the system, and
take decisions involving the trade-off between
consistency and availability.

In the light of this, we believe that distribution of
control functions and intelligence among nodes in
the system should be considered, because: (i) each
node can intelligently react to events even if it is
partitioned and (ii) the whole system does not stop
its evolution in case of partition.

d) Centralized system state: current solutions
are based on a centralized storage for the whole
system state that acts as source of truth (see
Sec. III). This approach is common in Cloud
and near-Edge since they can maintain easily
a centralize repository of information. However,
as shown by experimental results from Sec. IV
this requires a good amount of system memory

devoted to the storage of state information, yielding
to the need of powerful central servers to store
and provide this information across the whole
system. However, in the far-Edge environment
(i) redundancy may not be applicable, (ii) such
powerful machines may not be present and
(iii) partitions are likely to happen. The state
information is crucial for the system as all the
intelligence and decisions are based on them.

Therefore, distributing the state information
across nodes participating in the system should
be considered since (i) it reduces the burden of
having one single information storage requiring
large memory quantities by distributing the memory
needs across the nodes composing the system and
(ii) enables partitioning while providing availability.

It is clear that this approach needs to be handled
by design as it may require a change on the
consistency model of the system, that must be
taken into account when designing the management
algorithms.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Recent years saw the advent of different
Edge solutions, each one focusing on a different
aspect of the Edge. This work presents an
analysis of the differences between Cloud and
Edge infrastructure and the most prominent
current solutions for controlling edge resources,
an evaluation on the scalability properties is also
provided. Results show that, (i) the amount of
information stored in the controller is dominated
by infrastructure information, (ii) infrastructure
monitoring relies on a constant stream of
information that may be incompatible with far-Edge
connectivity, (iii) scheduling decisions can lead
to over-provisioned nodes, leaving part of the
infrastructure unused, and, (iv) existing solutions
support only containerized applications workloads,
whereas with far-Edge an heterogeneous approach
is needed. As next steps, we plan to investigate
the proposed areas, in particular the modeling of
a decentralized, heterogeneous, mobile, and volatile
infrastructure and management solutions that do not
require centralized controllers.
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